
Description of Special Features a Instructions for Adjustments, etc.
IMPORTAM.-Clients are requested to communicate with The Daimler Company before attempting to heat or

set any part that may have been damaged.

ENGINE.
The Daimler Sleeve Valve Engine has now been con-

tinuously in production since 1909. In that y-egr Th! Daimler
Co-oun, dJfi"itelv abandoned the Poppet Valve Engine in
{urorrr of Sleeve Valves,. and have not since built a single

The Cylinder Head is detachable. It has a piston -like exten-
sion which carries Ring and serves as a guide for the
upper end of the

the Junk
Sleeves.

Cylinder
Head

(Fis.7.)

A peculiar advantage of the Sleeve
Valve Engine is that its running
and pulling properties tend to im-
prove with use, and it will usually
be found quite unnecessary and
also undesirable, to dismantle the
Engine more frequently than every
10,000 to 12,000 miles, and not
even then unless the Engine is
running unsatisfactorily.

This improvement is attributed to the graphite from the
lubricatitrg oil fiilins up thd Sleeve clearances, &c., thereby
assisting to inake both a perfect fit and bearing surface between
the various working parts.

On this accounl it is not advisable to clean out the graphite
from the oil grooves in the Sleeves, provided there is no doubt
that the parts are re-assembled in the same position as before-

Excessive lubrication oi using an unsuitable oil, will cause

too great an accumulation of carbon, which may collect round
the Junk Rings and cause them to " stick."-Should tle Engin. run unsatisfactorily, or the fuel and oil
consumption be abnormal, and the cause cannot be traced to any
fa"lt with the Carburettor or Ignition, attention should be given

to see that tfre junk Rings are quite free in their grooves.
The hedds will have to be removed to do this, and at the same

time the Sleeve Ports should be examined and any carbqnremoved
that may have collected in the port openings. AIso the bumt
oil on the Piston and the Cylinder Heads should be scraped of.

page 12. The cycle of operations is
identical with all 4-Stroke Engines, and
the illustraticn shews four positions of the
Sleeves and Ports for two revolutions
of the Crankshaft.

It will be seen that the two Sleeves
are operated by small Connecting Rods
fr.,- an Eccentric Shaft that is driven
from the Crankshaft by a sil':nt chain.
The Eccentric Shaft rotates once to every
two revolutions of the Cranksl,uft.
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TIIE DAIMLER (PATEMED) VALVE ENGINE.

DIAGRAM SHOWING ACTION OF THE SLEEVE (Cycle or OpuRlrIoNs) FIc. B.
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